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© 2007 4M INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.

CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts.
Not for Children under 3 years.

10 mins

It’s cool!

Dinner at 8

Use a pencil to lightly sketch a unique design 
on your tiles before painting it. Make your 
own design using your imagination or refer to 
the illustration as shown on the package.

1. Remove the backing  
paper...

1. Design... 2. Painting...

3. Turning it into 
fridge magnets...

We treasure you as a customer and your satisfaction with this product is important to us. In case you 
have any comments or questions, or you find any parts of this kit missing or defective, please do not 
hesitate to contact our distributor in your country, whose address is printed on the package. You are 
also welcome to contact our marketing support team at Email: infodesk@4m-ind.com, Fax (852) 
25911566, Tel (852) 28936241, Web site: www.4m-ind.com.

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS

A. SAFETY MESSAGES
1. Please read through these instructions before you start.
2. Adult assistance and supervision recommended.
3. Intended for children ages over 8. 
4. This kit and its finished product contain small parts that may cause choking if misused. Keep 

away from children under 3 years old.
5. Wash hands after painting.
 
B. REMARK
Always work on a solid, level working surface and try to keep the area neat and clean.
 
C. CONTENTS
Contains 10pcs of tiles, rubber magnets, 1 paint strip, 1 paint brush and detailed instructions.

Magnetic
Tile Art

Peel off the backing sheet of the rubber 
magnet. Stick the rubber magnet at the back 
of the tile. Press the magnet surface to 
ensure the magnet is attached to the tile 
firmly. Now you have your very own fridge 
magnets. 

After painting, leave the tiles to dry. It 
normally takes about an hour to dry 
thoroughly.

PAINTING TIPS
Follow the colour mixing guide below to produce more colours. Some of the following guides may not 
apply to your kit if the required colours are not included.

Green = Yellow + Blue
Pink = Red     + White
Sky Blue = Blue    + White
Turquoise  = Blue    + White  + a little Yellow

• Mix the colours with White and Black to make them look lighter or darker respectively.  Do not mix 
too many colours together as it will make the final colour look muddy. 

• For best results, apply more than one layer of paint but wait until the first layer is dry before 
applying a second coat. It is always easier to paint a darker colour on a lighter colour background 
than the other way round. 

• Always wash your paintbrush before mixing or applying a new colour. Prepare a small cup of water 
for this purpose. It is also a good idea to use a mixing tray for mixing paints. Close the pot lids 
tightly to prevent the paint from drying up. If the paint becomes dry, dilute it with a few drops of 
water. 

• You may also add a small drop of dishwashing detergent to the paint and mix it. This will help the 
paint adhere to the surface better.

Purple = Blue    + Red
Orange = Yellow + Red
Lime Green  = Yellow + a little Blue
Brown = Yellow + a little Blue + Red           

D. DESIGN AND PAINTING
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